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Seasoned By Years Basic Template 
You have been around, seen and done a lot of things in your time. In the autumn (or winter) of your life, it 
is time for some grand adventure before that last night closes in. You don’t want to die in bed. 
 
Inherent Ability—Life Experience 
You get +2 to all social rolls; that includes intimidation, resisting intimidation, persuasion, deception, and 
seduction. (Also, +2 against mental stress, terror, and horror.) Gain another +1 for each “Seasoned by 
Years” talent you have. You draw from a deep, multi-generational well of experiences, making it easier to 
experience empathy or sympathy, and to see through the emotional blush of a situation into its deeper 
issues. 
 
Limitation—Memento Mori 
Choose 1 price when taking this template, and upon buying or upgrading a talent from this template. 
• Lose 3 attribute points. Age takes a toll on your various faculties. 
• Take a crippling injury. Instead of combat, this crippling comes from arthritis, strokes, organ 

breakdown, cataracts, deafness, senility, and so on. 
• Lose 1 permanent Wound capacity. 
 
Talents 
 
• Advise Youth.* Rested. You can offer advice to younger people. If they will listen to you for 10-20 

minutes with a modicum of respect, characters up to ½ your age can get up to 1 Awesome Point per 
your 2 levels—from the Stack. (If the character is up to ¼ your age, you can give up to 1 Awesome 
Point per your level.) You can be kind and supportive, acerbic and mocking, cryptic, etc. 
 

• Diminishing Needs.* Rested. Once a day, ignore the need for 3 hours of sleep, or 1 meal. (Upgrade 
to ignore the need for 6 hours of sleep, or 2 meals.) 

 
• Friends and Family.* Constant. You can ask the DM to provide you with a suitable ally from a “past 

life” that you meet (who may be surprising to those who don’t know the whole story of your life.) If 
the DM grants the request, the DM will also prepare an enemy or failure from that “past life” that will 
haunt you at some point soon. Characters may include various generations of relatives. 

 
• Old Dog, New Tricks.* Constant. When you gain a new talent outside your template(s), you can get 

open talents with no training, and restricted talents as though they were open talents. 
 

• Storyteller.* Constant. You are experienced telling a library of true and/or false stories. Telling a 
scary story, you can prompt a terror, horror, or mental stress test (maximum 3, 3, or 1). Telling an 
encouraging story, you can split 1 Awesome Point per your Charm among your listeners. Telling 
funny stories, you can allow your listeners to spend 1 Awesome Point for laughing along. You can 
automatically put people to sleep over the course of 5-10 minutes, and perhaps give them some 
protection from dark dreams. 


